Master Kick off 2020: Department Mechanical Engineering
WELCOME

Prof. dr. Hans Kuerten - Graduate Program Director Mechanical Engineering
Overview program department Mechanical Engineering

Today
• 10.30: Introduction for all students
• 11.00: Activity (MKO participants)
• 13.30: Information about your MSc program / workshop
Or
• 14.30: Information about your MSc program / workshop

Tomorrow
• 11.00 activity on the campus (MKO participants)
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Coordinating department for the Master’s and pre-Master’s programs

• Automotive Technology
• Mechanical Engineering (incl. MSE-W, AIES-W)
• Sustainable Energy Technology (incl. SELECT)
• Systems and Control
Go to www.menti.com and use the code 17 83 11 3

Which program are you in?

TU/e
Go to www.menti.com and use the code 17 83 11 3

Slide is not active
Where are you now?

Go to www.menti.com and use the code 1783113
Graduate program directors

**prof.dr. J.G.M. (Hans) Kuerten**
GEM-Z 2.147, j.g.m.kuerten@tue.nl
- Mechanical Engineering
- Manufacturing Systems Engineering
- AIES

**prof.dr. H. (Henk) Nijmeijer**
GEM-Z 0.143, H.Nijmeijer@tue.nl
- Automotive Technology

**dr.ir. C.C.M. (Camilo) Rindt**
GEM-Z 2.125, C.C.M.Rindt@tue.nl
- Sustainable Energy Technology, SELECT
- Systems and Control
Program coordinators & academic advisors

Rob van der Heijden  Program coordinator BW+MW
R.van.der.Heijden@tue.nl

Marike Koopmans  Program coordinator SET, S&C, AT
M.Koopmans@tue.nl

Han van Kasteren  Program coordinator SET SELECT
J.M.N.v.Kasteren@tue.nl

Marijke Creusen  Academic advisor MW, MSE-W, AIES-W, pre-Masters W, AT, SET and S&C
Academic.advisor.MMech@tue.nl

Paula Verbeek  Academic advisor AT, SET, SELECT, S&C
Academic.advisor.AT.SC.SET@tue.nl
Honors Programme in the Graduate School

Focus: personal leadership and professional development

- For motivated students who look for an additional challenge
- 20 credits ‘on top of’
- Individual, self-initiated, tailor-made program

Set your own ambitious goals and achieve them.

https://www.tue.nl/en/education/graduate-school/honors-academy
Other Extra-curricular activities

Besides creating your own study program, there's a lot more to do to build your own future...

• **Certificate programs** that offer the possibility to broaden your education
• Join a study association
• Become a student member of the faculty board, student council, program committee, etc.
• Join a student team
• Find a job as teaching assistant
• MyFuture: Find career related activities and workshops
• Studium generale: broaden your horizon
• Etc...